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and the Environment

individuals and organizations

CHE promotes civil and science-based dialogue among our
partners on all environmental contributors to human health.

5000Almost

are CHE partners.
from 87 countries all 50 US statesand

Asthma

Cancer Autism

Breast Cancer

CHE's partners engage in lively and robust dialogues
through a wide variety of topical listservs.

Children's Health

Climate Change
Cumulative Impacts

Diabetes-Obesity Spectrum

Electromagnetic Fields

Fertility/Reproductive Health

Healthy Aging

Integrative Health

Learning and Developmental Disabilities
Mental Health

Science

The combined effects of many contributors to health and disease
are complex and often difficult to assess.

However, we can improve health outcomes only if we understand the

and
interactions between environmental and social stressors

Through information sharing and commentary,
CHE spurs conversations about this complex  

make changes upstream.

"ecological model of health"
towards prevention-oriented actions.

CHE's science-based publications have informed decision-making
at every level for more than a decade.

CHE provides free conference calls to our
partners and the public.

Calls feature cutting-edge researchers
and other environmental health
leaders presenting the latest science
and its policy implications.

Call recordings are available via podcast
and through CHE's website.

CHE's call recordings have been downloaded more than  
             300,000 times since 2011.

CHE's database is used regularly by scientists at

CHE's lauded

620
diseases.  203

toxicants and

32,000 accesses in the last year.

2847 connections between

summarizes information about
Toxicant and Disease Database

and other researchers, health professionals and
advocates, with more than

the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences

CHE's blog provides
science-based
summaries, analysis
and commentary on
environmental health
topics.

CHE's blog includes more than             posts.200

The CDC provides continuing education credits to health
professionals who complete                         .

In 2015 CHE launched a new eBook,

30
The eBook includes a wealth of graphics and

1700

and

3To date, the eBook has interactive stories on

asthma
learning and developmental disabilities.

childhood leukemia

short videos for use by medical professionals
and the general public.

Registrations for the CE course now exceed    
         

A Story of Health

A Story of Health

,

in collaboration with

, with more signing up every week.

Feeds are available on CHE's website or via RSS.

CHE publishes       news feeds of interest to various audiences:4

Fertility  &  Reproductive  Health

autoimmune  disorders

Your  Health

All News
For those who want all the latest environmental health
news, research, and announcements.

For those who want to know about news and research
that can guide decisions about your own health.

For health professionals and
researchers in this field.

For health professionals and
researchers in this field.

CHE also has a growing presence on Facebook 
                     

bringing the science to new audiences.
and Twitter

CHE's online, searchable calendars keep our partners
current about events in environmental health.

CHE's calendars
contain dozens
of events and
are generally
updated every
few days.

Become  a  part  of  the  CHE  community.

conversationsecological  model  of  health

Information
news feeds
publications
teleconference call recordings

built environment
social support
ionizing radiation
health care

listservs
blog
teleconference calls
meetings & conferences
commentary & analysis
international topics

chemicals
nutrition
income
occupation
electromagnetic fields
climate change
infectious disease
gene-environment interactions
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There's no cost to becoming
a CHE partner.

Keep abreast of cutting-edge science
and its implications for your health.


